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Abstract
Simple form of annotations, such as tagging, are proven to be helpful to endusers in organising and managing large amount of resources (e.g., photos, documents). In this paper, we take a first step in applying annotation to forms,
one of the main artefacts that make up the long-tail of the processes, to explore
potential benefits of helping people with little or no technical background to
automate the long-tail of the processes. An analysis of real-world forms was
conducted to design algorithms for tag recommendations. Our initial evaluation suggests that useful tag recommendation can be generated based on the
contents and the metadata of the forms.
We also briefly present FormSys+ , a framework for supporting form-based
processes. The architecture supports an end-to-end lifecycle of forms, starting
from its creation, annotation, and ultimately to its execution in a process.
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Introduction

Adding metadata such as keywords or tags, is an effective way of categorising a
large pool of resource for both personal and public purposes [5, 6]. The act of
“tagging”, due to its informality and flexibility in use, has been widely accepted
by users for future browsing or searching in web-based systems like Flickr, Delicious, and Youtube [6, 8, 15] . The motivations users have for sharing contents
also attributes to the popularity of annotation. These include organisation for
general public, communication with friends and family, and personal satisfaction [5]. A large body of research exists in various aspects of annotation such
as tag usage [9, 16], tagging motivation [5, 16, 21] as well as tag recommendation strategies [23] and tooling supports for annotation [7, 12, 22, 15] of online
contents such as photos and social bookmarks. We leverage some of the lessons
learned from the previous research work to design and implement a form annotation framework called FormSys+ which collects domain knowledge from the
form owners into the system’s Knowledge Base (KB) to help modelling and
execution of the form-based processes which are prevalent in every part of our
daily life such as applying for a drivers licence, opening a new bank account,
or applying for a grant or travel within an organisation. We envision that form
annotations can ease many aspects of form-based process modelling (e.g., form
selection, discovery, input field mapping, and etc) and execution. However, we
recognise the fact that manual tagging can be very time-consuming and tedious,
and hence we present a list of tag recommendations as a part of the tooling support to ease the burden on the form owners.
FormSys+ is an extension to our previous work called FormSys [24], in which
PDF forms1 are simply uploaded (like any other file-upload in a browser) to
FormSys repository to automatically generate matching Web services. These
Web services are then used by BPM designers to design and implement formbased processes. When a form is uploaded by the user, FormSys can dynamically
generate two services:
• soap2pdf: receives data from an application, fills a form with it, and
returns the form via email or an URL where the filled form is available.
• pdf2soap: extracts the data from a filled form, assembles and sends a
SOAP message to an application.
The creation of Web service is based on WSDL/SOAP standards and the procedure is completely automated and hidden to the end-users. The idea in FormSys
is that the end-users can easily create Web services out of forms used in their
daily tasks - and some of them can be utilised in automation with the help of
BPM professionals. Our current work aims to mature the tool further towards
the end-users by supporting a form annotation so that the form owners can get
benefits of annotation in managing forms as well as process modelling.
Our contributions focus on supporting the tagging activities for forms. Specifically, we:
• Perform analysis on the forms being used in real-world and use it to generate tag recommendations.
1 To be precise, we use AcroForm, a sub-standard of PDF which contains editable and
interactive PDF form elements.
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• Design and implementation of tag recommendation strategy; specifically,
for input field and form description annotation.
• Design and implementation of form annotation framework.
• Design and implementation of form-based process execution environment.
• Evaluation of input field tag recommendation strategy.
The remainder of the paper is structured as follows. More in-depth discussion
on the form-based processes and why we are interested in automating the formbased processes are presented with an illustrating scenario in Section 2, followed
by the analysis of the real-world forms in Section 3. In Section 4 we present tag
recommendation strategies for input field and form description annotation which
are based on the heuristics derived from the analysis results in Section 3. The
prototype implementation and the evaluation is described in Section 5 followed
by related work in Section 6. Finally, in Section 7 we come to the conclusions
and discuss possible future works.

2

Form-based Processes

A business process is a collection of tasks performed to achieve a business goal
within an organisation. Due to the complexity and variability of business processes, organisations use information technology to support their business processes. Business Process Management Systems (BPMS) are widely accepted
software systems [25] that enable organisations to automate and continuously
improve business processes.
Although the benefits of BPMS have been widely recognised [11, 10] there
are still a large portion of business processes that are not adequately addresses
by these systems. This is because BPMS is not suitable for processes that heavily depends on manual human workflow and customisations [20]. These types
of processes make up the “long-tail of the processes”, i.e. highly customised
activities that are organisation-specific and often considered not critical to the
performance of the organisation.
Forms are the main artefacts of the long-tail processes that enables cost
effective and simple way of running and managing business processes. However,
the use of the forms requires the end-users like employees or students to do
more manual work such as downloading the forms, typing in same information
repeatedly, and getting approvals from several people from different organisation
units. Moreover, the end-users are often not familiar with the process and this
costs them a lot of time and energy just to figure out which forms to fill in.
The following real-world scenario outlines some of the drawbacks of using a
form-based process.
Illustrating Scenarios: Academics and research students in the School of
Computer Science and Engineering (CSE) at UNSW must complete a travel
request process for work-related travels (e.g., attending a conference). The procedures and policies are described in a web page1 . There are up to five forms
involved in the process. Depending on the employment status or position held
1 CSE

Travel Page, http://www.cse.unsw.edu.au/people/fipras/travel/
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in the school, people need to choose a different set of forms (e.g., students are
not required to fill in Teaching Arrangement Form) which are available from
and managed by different business organisations in CSE/UNSW.
Despite these drawbacks, forms are still prevalent due to the fact that it requires heavy investment in IT and people in order to automate these processes
with BPMS solutions or by implementing customised solutions, and many organisations do not see significant ROI in doing this [14].
Our current work aims to resolve this issue by supporting a Form Annotation. - We introduce an annotation step where the form owners annotate the
forms with meaningful tags, and use this information to help the form owners to
easily model and deploy new form-based process that the end-users can select
and execute without a hassle. To help the form owners with annotating the
forms, we use various heuristics to generate tag recommendations which will be
presented in more detail in Section 4.
Form Annotation: The form services are represented by WSDL, and currently there is no other mechanism to supplement how each form is described.
From our own experience with the earlier version of the system, we have learned
that there is a great need to enrich the form service description. For example,
the text field names obtained from the PDF processing library2 are not clean or
complete to generate meaningful input field names in the corresponding SOAP
messages. The rich business knowledge of the form owner about particularises
about the usage of the form (e.g., in which process the form is used, who should
use it) are not reflected in the automatically generated services.
To accommodate this, we designed a form annotation schema and the form
owners are asked to perform various tasks to support the annotation process.
Form owners are engaged in two separate levels of annotation activities for a
form: input fields and form directives.
• Input Fields: the form owner chooses descriptive, human-readable names
for the form fields using tags. This information is used to provide possible
data matching between different forms for input data sharing.
• Form Directives: the form owner chooses descriptive/representative tags
for the form, she also annotates the form with conditions and rules that
may apply to the usage of the form (e.g., approver, other forms that are
used together). This information is used in form discovery/selection, and
process execution.
In this paper, we focus on input field and form description annotation which
are used by FormSys+ for input field mapping recommendations and form discoveries respectively.

3

Analysis of Forms and Annotation Knowledge
Base

For generating a tag recommendation list, we use the actual text appearing
in the forms, as they are the most likely terms the form owner is going to
2 iText,

www.itextpdf.com
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Table 3.1: Different Categories of Input Fields: Personal Details vs. Process
Specific
Distinct
Personal Details
Process Specific

98
909

∼Reused

Reused

42
56
870
39
∼: Not, #: Number of times

#Reused

Average

184
101

1.88
0.11

Table 3.2: Types of Reused Personal Details Input Fields

UNSW FIPRAS
NSW Licence
OSU HR
Ontario
BNZ
ARC

Forms

Reused

Textfield

Checkbox

6
3
5
3
7
7

8
11
6
14
9
8

8
9
6
14
9
8

0
2
0
0
0
0

find relevant for annotations. To understand the text extraction issue better,
we studied 30 publicly available forms from 6 different organisations: UNSW
FIPRAS1 , New South Wales Government Licence, Ohio State University Human Resources, Government of Ontario, Bank of New Zealand, and Australian
Research Council.
Input Field Annotation: We first observe that the input fields in forms can
be categorised as follows:
• Personal Details: Input fields that require personal information such as a
name, address, or phone number of the form user.
• Process Specific: Input fields that are relevant to the business process the
form is used for. For example, in a CSE travel form, this category includes
fields such as a location, name, or a date of the conference.
• Approval Related : Input fields reserved for approval steps of the process.
This includes the name of the approver and the date of approval.
For the input field annotation, we are interested in the first two categories.
Personal Details vs. Process Specific – The analysis showed (Table 3.1) that
56 out of 98 distinct input fields in the Personal Details category appear in
other forms 184 times, which means that each input field were reused 1.88
times on average, compared to 0.11 times for the the input fields in the Process
Specific category. This tells us that personal detail fields are much more likely
to be reused when there are more than one form involved in a single process.
Therefore the heuristics for generating a tag recommendation list target input
fields in the Personal Details category in order to maximise the benefit.
Different Input Types – There are various types of input fields in forms including
a textfield, checkbox, and radio button. Table 3.2 shows a number of times
1 The Finance, Procurement and Assets Unit within School of Computer Science and
Engineering
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a textfield and a checkbox were reused for personal details input fields. It
shows that majority of the input field being reused are of type textfield. This
indicates that we can narrow down the extraction candidates to textfields related
to personal details.
Positioning Text Labels – Next, we investigated where the relevant texts can
be found within the forms for the input fields we are interested in. For each
form, we analysed the positioning of the text we want to extract relative to each
textfield used to for personal details.
The result (Figure 3.1) shows that some organisations tend to be consistent
in the label position they use. For example, reused personal input fields in
UNSW FIPRAS forms always had text labels on the left(3.1(a)), and for the
OSU HR, majority of the input fields had a text label at the bottom (3.1(b)).
Of course, it is not always true for every organisations. For example, the text
labels for NSW Licence department forms(3.1(c)) were evenly placed on top,
bottom, and left of each input field.
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Figure 3.1: The position of texts relative to the text fields of personal details
category

Form Directives Annotation: The form directive annotation we focus on
for this paper is form description tag. There are two sources of information used
to generate the list of tag form description tag recommendation which are: i)
the words extracted from the form and the number of times the word appears in
the document, and ii) the meta-data associated with the forms which contains
information about the title and subject of the form.
Annotation Knowledge Base: Based on the observations, we first extract
vocabularies that will form our initial “tag library” for input field annotation
which are the labels related to personal details fields. This forms a part of KB
that FormSys+ uses to select a list of input field tag recommendation. When
an input field is annotated with a new tag that did not exist previously in
the tag library, it is added to the library so that they are available for tag
recommendation for future forms.

4
4.1

Recommending Annotation Tags
Input Field Annotation

Once we have the text extracted for each input fields, we need to select a list of
tags from the tag library to generate a tag recommendation list. The function
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findTagRecommendation listed in Table 4.1 returns a tag recommendation list
for a given input field. The list is ranked using MS (Match Score).
Table 4.1: Overview of function findTagRecommendation
FUNCTION

findTagRecommendation
ti ∈ T , woi ∈ W
where, T is the set of all tags in the tag library, T = {t1 , t2 , t3 , . . . ,
tn } and W is the set of words extracted from the form by the text
extractor denoted by W = {wo1 , wo2 , wo3 , . . . , wom }
Ri = {(ti , MSi ), (tj , MSj ), (tk , MSk ), . . . , (tl , MSl )}
where, Ri is the list of tag recommendation for input field i and MSi
is the Match Score calculated for the tag ti (MSi ∈ [0,1])

INPUTS

OUTPUT

The MS is calculated based on three different measures: Label Match (LabelMatch), Position Match(PosMatch), and Id Match(IdMatch). LabelMatch
provides linguistic similarity between the extracted texts and the tags in the
tag library, PosMatch takes into account the position of the extracted texts
relative to the input field, and IdMatch provides linguistic similarity between
the PDF Acroform ID of the input field and the tags in the tag library. The
MS is calculated as the weighted average of these three measures as shown in
Equation 4.1.
w1 * LabelMatchi + w2 * PosMatchi + w3 * IdMatchi
w1 + w2 + w3
(0 ≤ w1 ≤ 1) (0 ≤ w2 ≤ 1) (0 ≤ w3 ≤ 1) (PosMatch ∈ [0,1])
MSi =

where,

(4.1)

Weight w1, w2, w3 indicates the contribution of LabelMatch, PosMatch, and
IdMatch respectively. The field id does not always have a meaningful name, but
if the creator of the PDF form has assigned a meaningful id to the fields (e.g.
words describing the field instead of randomly generated alphanumerics), it is
a very useful source of information we can use. Therefore w3 is assigned twice
as much weight than w1 and w2 by default.
LabelMatch: The extracted texts are first tokenised based on the new line
character. Then it removes unnecessary words from the list of string tokens,
using a stop-word list. After the extracted texts are tailored, FormSys+ enumerates all tags in the tag library and matches string tokens with the tags using
Ngram algorithm. The Ngram algorithm calculates the similarity by dividing
number of common N-grams by the total number of N-grams.
PosMatch: We take an advantage of the fact that some business units tends
to put the text label for personal information input fields in a consistent position
for the forms they manage (as shown in Figure 3.1). This predominant position
each business units use to position the text label of the input field is referred to

Table 4.2: Weight values for calculating MS
Condition
Default
Label Match
Label Match
Label Match
Label Match
Label Match

==
==
==
==
==

1,
1,
1,
0,
0,

PosMatch == 1
IdMatch == 1
PosMatch == 0, 0 < IdMatch < 1
PosMatch == 0, 0 < IdMatch
IdMatch == 0
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w1

w2

w3

0.25
1
1
0.5
0
0

0.25
0
0
0
0
0

0.5
0
0
0.5
1
0

Table 4.3: Overview of function findFormDescriptionTags
FUNCTION
INPUTS

OUTPUT

findFormDescriptionTags
woi ∈ W
where, W is the set of words extracted from the form by the text
extractor denoted by W = {wo0 , wo1 , wo2 , . . . , wom }
R = {(woi , MSi ), (woj , MSj ), (wok , MSk ), . . . , (wol , MSl )}
where, R is the tag recommendation list for form descriptions and
MSi is the Match Score calculated for the word woi

as a regular position for a given organisation. For example, the UNSW FIPRAS
tends to put the text label on the left side of the textfield(Figure 3.1(a)), therefore its regular position would be left. The term irregular position is used to
denote the text labels that are not positioned in the regular position. For example, input fields that have a text label on the left of the textfield in case
of OSU HR(Figure 3.1(b)) are referred to as positioned in a irregular position.
We assume that KB has information about where the regular position is for
each business units so that we determine the regular position of each form by
checking its form owner’s business unit.
n
PosMatchi =

1
0

if (pos ∈ regular ∧ 0 < labelmatchi )
if pos 6∈ regular

where, pos = position of text extracted
regular ∈ [left, top, bottom]

(4.2)

The Equation 4.2 shows that for a given input field, PosMatch function
returns a score of 1 if the tag matches a text extracted from a regular position,
and returns 0 otherwise.
IdMatch: The input field Id generated during the PDF form creation time
is used to provide extra information for tag recommendation since we expect
that many form developers will use reasonable Id that is proximate to the text
label. IdMatch function also takes same approach as LabelMatch function. The
mapper enumerates each textfield in the form and applies these rules to select
tag recommendation from the tag library.

4.2

Form Directives Annotation

The function findFormDescriptionTags listed in Table 4.3 returns the tag recommendation list for form descriptions for a given form. It extracts words from
the form, and then excludes unnecessary words using a stop-word list. After
the extracted texts are tailored, FormSys+ enumerates each word in the list and
calculates the MS (Match Score) for each word.
The MS for form description tag is calculated based on 3 different measures which are Subject Match(SubMatch), Title Match(TitleMatch), and Count
Score(CountScore). The SubMatch and TitleMatch matches the word set W with
the subject and title metadata of the form. A SubMatch score of 1 is given to the
word that is found in the subject metadata, and a TitleMatch score of 1 is given
to the word that is found in the title metadata. The CountScore is calculated
based on the number of times a word is found in the form. The MS is calculated
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as the weighted average of these 3 measures as shown in Equation 4.3.
MSi =

CountScorei
w1 * SubMatchi + w2 * TitleMatchi + w3 * MaxCountScore
w1 + w2 + w3
where, w1 = 0.4, w2 = 0.4, w3 = 0.2
(SubMatch, TitleMatch ∈ [0,1])

(4.3)

Weight w1, w2, w3 indicates the contribution of SubMatch, TitleMatch, and
CountScore respectively. The subject and title metadata is not always present,
but if the form developer has assigned a meaningful metadata to the fields, it
is most significant source of information we can use. Therefore w1 and w2 is
assigned a bigger weight than w3 by default. The CountScore for each word
is divided by the maximum count score(MaxCountScore) obtained out of all
available words in order to normalise a score between 0 to 1.

5

Implementation and Evaluation

The architecture we adopted is shown in Figure 5.1. The forms uploaded to
the Form Repository(1) are subject to annotations before they are deployed.
FormSys Core Component(2) is responsible for the retrieval of forms and forms’
metadata such as the position of the input fields for the Text Extractor(3) to
extract the basis information. The tags that are available in Tag Library(6)
are used by the Matcher(4) to generate the Tag Recommendation list(5). At
form uploading and process modelling phase, the FormSys Web Front-End(7)
provides an interface between the form owners and the system so that the forms
are annotated and deployed as a service. At process execution phase, the FormSys Web Front-End interact with the Execution Engine(8) which relies on the
process model to determine the flow of execution, and fills in the forms with
end-users input data using soap2pdf(9) APIs. Upon the completion of the process execution, the filled-in forms are either emailed to a designated person for
an approval or the URL is presented to the form user for downloading.
Form Owner

Form User

Filled form URL
(7)
FormSys Web Front-End

Email

(5)
Tag list

Annotation Process Model
(8)
Execution
Engine
soap2pdf 1

(3)
Text Extractor
(2)
FormSys Core
Component

New tags

soap2pdf 2

...

(9)

Tag Library
Manager

soap2pdf n

.

KB

(1)
Form Repository

(6)
Tag Library

Figure 5.1: FormSys+ - Architecture
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(4)
Matcher

(a) Tag recommendation for an input field

(b) Same tag in another form

Figure 5.2: Input field annotation performed by the form owner

5.1

Case Study Implementation: CSE Travel Request Process

To demonstrate the applicability of our approaches to a real-world case, we took
an example of form-based process from our own school which was described in
Section 2. It can be demonstrated in two different perspectives. One from the
perspective of the form owners who upload the forms and deploy processes, and
from the perspective of the form user, in this case, to request a travel.
Figure 5.2(a) shows a tag recommendation list that is automatically generated by FormSys+ for a input field name in the Teaching Arrangement form.
In this case, the FormSys+ came up with three tag recommendations which are
name, first name, and last name. When a name tag is selected, it also show a
list of forms that contain a name tag. When the name of these forms is clicked,
FormSys+ opens the form image and shows the actual input field that is annotated with this tag as shown in 5.2(b). This gives a visibility of how the tags
are being used within the system, hence helps the form owners to decide which
tag name to use for a particular process.
Figure 5.3 shows the process executed by the form user. When a process
is deployed successfully, FormSys+ provides a link that the form user can click
to initiate the process. FormSys+ provides an execution environment as if the
end-user is filling in the actual form document by displaying the form image in
the background and overlaying textfields in appropriate positions for the form
user to input data. FormSys+ displays a single page at a time and provides a
left and right button(2) to flip though the pages. When the first form of the
process is completed, the form user can move on to the next form document
by clicking next form button(3) or go back to the previous form by clicking the
previous form button(4). When the form user moves to the next form, the input
data entered in the previous form(5) is passed on to the next form and is used
to fill in the input field with same tag name(6). Once all forms are completed
(submit button(7)), the execution engine invokes each form service to fill in the
form. Once the process is completed successfully, a link(8) to the filled in form
documents is returned to the form user.
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Figure 5.3: Process Executed by the End-users
Table 5.1: Evaluation results for our tag recommendation strategy for personal
details input fields
Organisation
UNSW FIPRAS
NSW Licence
OSU HR
Ontario
BNZ
ARC
Average

5.2

Forms

Input fields

S@1

S@5

AMS

6
3
5
3
7
7

31
30
33
42
49
37

90%
47%
61%
64%
88%
100%
76%

97%
73%
84%
86%
98%
100%
90%

0.81
0.41
0.65
0.66
0.80
0.99
0.68

Evaluation of Text Extraction from Forms

For the evaluation of our text extraction approach, we focus on evaluating how
well our text extraction and matching score works in selecting a proper tag
from the tag library. We make an assumption that we have a populated tag
library that contains input field labels for personal information for every form
we test, and use common sense to decide whether we have a proper tag recommendations or not. We adopted two metrics, that captures the accuracy of tag
recommendation at different aspects:
Success at rank k (S@k) represents the probability of finding a good
descriptive tag among the top k recommended tags. For this evaluation, we
used two values of k: S@1 and S@5.
Average Match Score(AMS) represents the match score of first relevant
tag returned by the system, averaged over all input fields that found a relevant
tag. An AMS value is calculated per organisation.
Based on the evaluation result shown in Table 5.1, we observed that 76% of
the time, the proper tag for each personal details input field received the highest
score amongst a list of recommended tags, and 90% of the time, the proper tag
was found amongst top 5 tag recommendations. The Average Match Score for
input fields in 30 forms from 6 different organisations were 0.68. In observing
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input fields that did not retrieve a proper tag, we have found three main reasons
why FormSys+ were not able to generate a proper tag recommendation. First
of all, it was due to irregular position of the text label. When it’s difficult to
determine which is the regular position for a certain organisation (i.e., positions
of the text labels are not consistent), it is difficult for FormSys+ to decide which
tag is more relevant than the other when there are raw texts extracted from
more than one position. Second, some input fields have rather descriptive text
labels (e.g., Address (licence address must be within NSW )), and since input
field tag recommendation strategy relies on the Ngram algorithm to compare
the strings, more descriptive text label tends to hamper finding a proper tag
recommendation. The third reason is somewhat relevant to the previous point.
It is the size of the rectangle we use to extract raw texts. Since the length of the
text labels is all different, the size of the rectangle could be too small that it did
not extract enough information to determine a proper tag, or it could be too big
that the size of the raw texts extracted is too big for accurate recommendation.

6

Related Work

Annotation of resources and its tooling support has been an active field of
research. A recent study by Ames et al. [5] on the motivation for annotation
in Flickr and the role of tag suggestion in the system has provided number
of implications for the design of annotation system in general such as making
the annotation pervasive and multi-functional, and not forcing the users to
annotate. Their work also reveals that easy annotation features and relevant
tag suggestions encouraged the tagging and gave users direction as to the sort
of tags they should use. Marlow et al. [15] provides some insights for design
decisions in architecting new tagging systems. They point out the importance
of studying the incentives for driving participation, and the level of system
support to embrace or limit these motivations. The incentives for annotation of
online contents such as photos are a well studied area [5, 16]. [5] claims that the
motivation for adding tags for the general public is largely due to gain reputation
within a community. This motivation is hardly applicable to form annotators
since the social impacts of form annotation is much smaller than sharing photos
or bookmarks on websites such as Flickr or Delicious, where millions of users
upload and share new contents daily. However, we expect that form annotation
can contribute greatly to semi-automating the process modelling in public or
private organisations at a low cost, in addition to the form organisation and
retrieval benefits.
Incentives for annotation is not limited to media contents. It is also applicable for Web service composition. METEOR-S framework [17, 18] proposes
a Web service annotation system where an existing ontology (e.g., expressed
in RDF) is matched with WSDL documents to generate semantic markups for
WSDL elements. However, many research work in this category of annotation
assumes an existing (formal) ontology which may not be feasible in many longtail process scenarios. [19] seeks to extract domain ontologies for Web services
from textual content attached to the services. Another work [13] proposes a
large-scale annotation framework that does not rely on existing ontologies, but
builds its vocabulary dynamically during the process. These are complementary
to our work in that our initial annotation knowledge base construction follows
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similar approaches and these work can help during the initial bootstrapping
phase of the FormSys+ lifecycle.
We see the commercial work in this area as an important and relevant work
we can learn from and contribute to. Microsoft SharePoint [1] suite provides a
rapid development environment for, among other things, custom design forms
and workflows. Its tool for managing forms allows the users to create forms and
apply conditional formatting, actions and validations. Its workflow design tool
is able to support creation and execution of sophisticated approval workflows.
Liferay suite (e.g., Social Office and Portal [2]) focuses on the synchronisation
of the work and communication between the team members. However, it has
limited support for process automation. For example, its workflow engine Kaleo
is used to control creation, approval and rejection by a person of one “asset”
(e.g., a document), whereas a form-based process may involves multiple of such
“asset”. There are many other tools (e.g., Adobe LiveCycle ES2 [3], SAP Gravity [4]) in this category we can discuss, but the strong difference is that our
focus is in supporting form-based processes in its “AS-IS” state (i.e., low cost,
time and effort), which means we do not require the forms or user interfaces to
be designed and created from scratch. We use the forms that are in situ and the
users will always see them as the main interacting components for the processes.

7

Conclusions

FormSys+ aims to improve the usability of form-based processes for both form
owners and form users without heavy investment in IT infrastructure or human
resource. In order to remove the complexity involved in the modelling of business processes, we proposed a new approach using form annotation. However,
manual annotation is time-consuming and tedious. Therefore, in this paper, we
first presented the results of the real-world form analysis which forms the foundation for the tag recommendation strategy presented in the second part of the
paper. We then presented a prototype implementation and evaluation, which
showed that the heuristics and algorithms incorporated in FormSys+ works well
in generating a tag recommendation for input fields, and lead us to believe
that our approach can significantly contribute to the automation of form-based
processes. We also presented the execution environment of FormSys+ using an
example of CSE travel request process which reuses the input data across multiple forms in a same process, and provides “AS-IS” look-and-feel environment
to end-users by using a form as an main interaction object in the user-interface.
Our main idea for FormSys+ is that, it will become an environment where
the knowledge contributions from the users are reflected in the continual improvement of the system to support the long-tail processes. Hence, as for future
work, we first plan to expand current KB by supporting additional form directives such as conditions or rules that may apply to the usage of the form,
and email templates to support simplified email approval request. Secondly, we
are investigating different types of matching relationship between the tags to
improve data matching between the forms. And we are also looking for ways to
utilise the annotations to semi-automate the form discovery/selection processes,
and to find possible data matchings between the forms.
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